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Abstract. Let J?" be the standard triangular UHF algebra in a UHF algebra

si , where the rank of si is a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers.

Let Jt be the type II, hyperfinite factor defined as the weak closure of si in

the tracial representation of si . Define y to be the weak closure of 5? in

this representation. Then !T is a reflexive, maximal weakly closed triangular

algebra in J! . Moreover, ¡T is irreducible relative to J! . We exhibit a

strongly closed sublattice S? of \aX¡T such that !7~ = algJ? .

1. Introduction

Let sf = LUi-<,"'" UHF be a C*-algebra of rank (pn), where (pn) is a

strictly increasing sequence of positive integers. Assume that the embeddings

of the Jfn are standard. Define S* = (Jn=1 ̂ „ to be the standard triangular

UHF algebra in sf , where ^ is the full algebra of upper triangular matrices in

Jfn . Let {nt , ^} be the tracial representation of sf , and let Jf be the type

II, hyperfinite factor defined as the weak closure of sf in B(ßC). In this paper
-W

we study the algebra fT = & , the weak closure of S? in B(ß%). We show that

y is a reflexive, maximal weakly closed triangular algebra in ^# . Moreover,

we prove that ¿T is irreducible relative to Jf ; i.e., J? n (lat¿7") = {0,1},

where \a\¿T is the lattice of all ^-invariant projections in B(ßfy . We exhibit

a strongly closed sublattice 5? of lat^ with the property that &~ = algJz? .

The following two theorems are the main results of this paper:

Theorem I. Let 2¡n be the diagonal of the algebra Jfn, and fê = \Jn=x 3>n ■

Then !T is a maximal weakly closed triangular algebra in Jf with diagonal

S = W w . Moreover, £T is irreducible relative to Jf. Finally, ST is a reflexive

algebra in B(^¡).
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Theorem II. For each left ideal ^ of S?, let Pj be the projection in B(ß?x)

determined by the subspace M^, where

Mjr = \/{ix\xeS}.

Here £x is the vector in %?x corresponding to the element x Gsf . Then P^ is

Z?-invariant. Moreover, let ¿P be defined as

& = \Pj\j is a left ideal of 5"},

and define Sf to be the strongly closed subspace lattice in B(ßf) generated by

9a U lat^f. Then Sf Ç lat^ and F = algSf.

2. Triangularity and maximal properties of ¿T

In this section we prove the first part of Theorem I, namely that the algebra

y is a maximal weakly closed triangular algebra in Jf with diagonal 3¡.

The main tool developed in this section is presented in Theorem 2.6. In that

theorem we construct a family of functions <pn : Jt -* J?n ®2W , where 2¡l'n) =

U^n-^n n^k anc* -^n x% tne commutant of Jfn in Jf. These functions

win allow us to approximate elements of Jf by elements of the subalgebras

Jfn ® 3? . Our construction of the functions <pn is a direct adaptation of the

construction found in [P, Lemma 1.2]. We will need the following three lemmas

concerning the factor ^# :

Convention. Henceforth, if Sf is a subset of Jf, then J^"'"2 will denote the

|| • ||2-closure of Sf in ^.

Lemma 2.1 ([MVN, 1.6.1]). Let si be a ^-subalgebra of Jf. Then s7Ul =

sf w . Moreover, for each x G sf , there exists a sequence (xn) in sf such that

S"P„ II*J < °o and xn = \\- ||2-limn xn .

Lemma 2.2 ([T, III.5.3]). The o-strong topology on the unit ball of Jf is metrized

by the trace norm || • ||2 • Moreover, this metric is complete.

Lemma 2.3 ([MVN, 1.3.2]). Let x G Jf, and let (xn) be a sequence in Jf.

Then x — s-limn xn if and only if x = \\ • ||2-limn *„ and supn ||xn|| < oo.

The next result is modeled on [SV, Lemma 1.1.6].

Theorem 2.4. Let n be a positive integer, and let Jfcn denote the commutant of

J?n in Jt. Then we have

-w

k>n

Proof. For each n , let {e¡" |1 < i, j < pn} be the standard system of matrix

units for Jfn. By Lemma 2.1, it suffices to prove that

(*) <=u<n-V'112-
k>n
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To prove (*), fix n and define the mapping Qn : Jf —► Jf as follows:

Pn

Qn(x) = Yenxeu>        VxGJf.
1=1

For k > n , Qn(J?k) Ç ^ nJfk. Let x G Jfc. Then Qn(x) = x . By Lemma

2.1, we have x — \\ • \\2-\imk>nxk, where (xk) is some sequence in Jf such

that xkGJfk. Then x = || • ||2-lim¿>;i ß„(**) ■ For k >n, Qn(xk) G Jf^ <T\Jfk ;
hence,

T~i-;-Iri|2
x e (J-^i nA

k>n

This proves (*).   O

Theorem 2.5. For n > 1, we have

Jf = span{fx|f GJfn,x g J(cn}.

Proof. Use Theorem 2.4 to write

-w

k>n

and then imitate the proof of the analogous result in [P, p. 316].   D

We are now ready to present the construction of the functions tpn.

Theorem 2.6. Let 1 < n < k be positive integers. Let gx, ... , gp be the mini-

mal projections in J?c n 3k . Define the map <pnk : Jf -»• Jf by

p

<Pnk(x) = YgiXgi' XGJf.
i=l

Then the following conditions hold.

(a) For all ^e/, 11^(^)11 < 11*11 and \<Pnk(x)\2 < \\x\\2-
(b) For all x G JÜ', the limit <pn(x) = \\ • l^-hr11^« <Pnk(x) exists and may

be written as

(c) For all xGJf, \\(pn(x)\\ < \\x\\ and <pn(x) = s-limfe>„ <pnk(x).

(d) For all x G Jf, x = s-limn <pn(x).

Proof. Fix x G J?, and let k > n. Because the g¡ are orthogonal projec-

tions with sum 1, we have ||^„fc(x)|| < \\x\\. Now, if x G \Jm=x-^m, then

||ç>n/t(x)||2 < ||x||2. By Lemma 2.1, Jf — \Jm=x^m "'"2 ; hence, for arbitrary

x G Jf, we have ||ç»„fc(jc)|| < ||x||2. This proves (a).

To prove (b), use Theorem 2.5 to write x = ]C/j=i en x¡¡ > xu € -^n • ^ow
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use Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.1 to write xi} = || • \\2-\im.k>nx\j  , x\? G Jf^ n

^„> sup^JIxiflKoo. Then <pnk(x^) GJ?Cn&k. By (a), (fnk(x^))k^n is
a norm-bounded || • ||2-Cauchy sequence; hence Lemma 2.2 implies that there

exists <P„(xu) G 2¡{n) such that <pn(xi}) - || • ||2-limfe>n <Pnk(x^]). We then have

fn(*ij) = II • h-limk>n <Pnk(xu) ■ Define <pn(x) by

1,7=1

Then the limit || • ||2-limfc>/!(x) exists and is equal to <pn(x). This proves (b).

Condition (c) is a direct consequence of (a), (b), Lemma 2.2, and Lemma

2.3.
To prove (d), note first that, by (b), the sequence (<pn(x)) is norm bounded.

Write x = || • l^-lim^ xn, where xnG Jfn. Then ||x - <pn(x)\\2 < 2\\x - xn\\2.

Thus x = || • ||2-limn <pn(x). It follows from Lemma 2.3 that x = s-limn <pn(x),

x G Jf . This proves (d).   D

The next lemma is a key fact.

Lemma 2.7. Let n>\, and suppose that d G 2?{n). If i > j and e¡f d GET,

then e¡fd = 0.

Proof. Observe that e¡f dd* = (e¡f d) d* g y. Write ejf dd* = w-lima xa ,

where (x ) is some net in Sf. Then, we have w-lim (e¡¡ dd* — x ) — 0.

Define a = e" , and let ¿j,, £,a be the vectors in ^ corresponding, respec-

tively, to the elements 1 and a. We then have \ima((add* - xa)Çx, ÇJ = 0.

Now, for all a, we have T(ej"'xQ) = 0; therefore, ((add* -xa)Çx,Ça) =

\\e¡f d\\22. It follows that \\e¡f d\\2 = 0, i.e., e¡f d = 0.   O

We have now developed enough machinery to prove the main results of this

section:

Theorem 2.8. y is a triangular algebra in Jf with diagonal y n y * = 3¡.

Proof. We first show that 31 is a maximal abelian von Neumann subalgebra

of Jf.  To prove this, let & be an abelian von Neumann subalgebra of Jf

such that 3 ç "§.   Let n > 1, and let x e f be arbitrary.   By Theorem

2.6, we have <pn(x) = s-\imk>ncpnk(x). Therefore, (pn(x) G &. Therefore, if

y g &, then <pn(x) and y commute. In particular, e\^<pn(x) = <pn(x)e{^), for

1 < i■, j < Pn ■ By Theorem 2.6, we have

(**) *.<*)- E«S%.       duG^{n).
ij=\

Therefore, if i ^ j, then e¡j dx¡ = 0. Thus <p„(x) G 3¡. By Theorem 2.6, we

have x = s-lim^ <pn(x), consequently, x g3¡ . This proves that 3 = &, so ^

is a maximal abelian von Neumann subalgebra of Jf.
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To show that y has diagonal 3, let x g y n y*, and let n > 1. Ex-

press <pn(x) as in (**).   We have <pn(x) G y n y * ; therefore, e¡j, d¡j =

4"V„(*)*/"' e y ny*. Thus, Lemma 2.7 implies that e{¡° ¿y = 0 for i # j.
Hence, for all n, <pn(x) G 3. By Lemma 2.6, x = s-lim^ tpn(x), and hence,

x G 3 . This proves that y has diagonal 3 .   D

Theorem 2.9. y « a maximal weakly closed triangular algebra in Jf.

Proof. Let ¿% be a weakly closed triangular algebra in ^# such that JcJ.

Then ^ = ^ n 9Î*. Let « > 1, and let x G âî. Write <pn(x) as in (**)

of Theorem 2.8. By (c) of Theorem 2.6, we have <pn(x) = s-limjt>n <pnk(x) ;

hence, because <pnk(x) g & , we have yn(x) G M . Let 1 < j < i < pn. Then

e¡f d,j = e¡?<pn(x)ejf g M . Define y = e¡fdtj . Then we have y* = ef rfj €
y ; therefore, y + y* G M. But then y + y*G3?n£ê*=3. It follows

from Lemma 2.7 that e¡j'd¡¡ = 0. Hence, for all n, fn(x) G ST. Because

x = s-lim^ <pn(x), we conclude that x G y. Hence 31 = y.   D

3.   y  IS IRREDUCIBLE RELATIVE TO Jf

In this section we prove the second part of Theorem I, namely that y is

irreducible relative to ^. This proof of this is essentially by reductio ad ab-

surdum.

Lemma 3.1. Let (xn) be a sequence in y such that supn ||;cj| < oo. Let

q G Jf n (laty), and suppose that (qn) is a sequence of projections in Jf such

that q = \\- ||2-lim„ qn . Then lim„ \\q^xnqn\\2 = 0.

Proof. Verify that for all n , \\q^xnqn\\2 < 3M\\q-qn\\2, where M = sup„ ||*J|.
D

Straightforward considerations suffice to prove the following lemma; hence

we will omit its proof.

Lemma 3.2. Let q G 3 be a projection. Then there exists a sequence (qn) of

projections in Jf such that qn G 3n and q = || • ||2-lim„ Qn ■

We are now in a position to prove that y is irreducible relative to Jf .

Theorem 3.3. The algebra y is irreducible relative to Jf.

Proof. Let q G Jf n (laty). By Lemma 3.2, there exists a sequence (qn) of

projections in 3n  such that q = \\ • l^-lim^ and qn = Sfiíí}"'^, with

q" 6 {0, 1} . Let (Nn) and (Ln) be sequences of positive integers defined as

follows:

Nn = \{i: \<i<Pnandq(? = 0}\,

Ln=Pn-*n-
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Then exactly one of the following conditions holds:

(a) liminfVn/p„ = 0.

(b) liminfiV;/pB>0.

If (a) holds, then we are done, for then || 1 - q\\2 = lim Nn/pn = 0, i.e., q = 1 .

Therefore we may assume that (b) holds. We claim that q = 0. To prove

this, assume that q ^ 0. Then the sequence (Nn/pn) is a bounded sequence.

Therefore, by (b), there exists an a > 0 such that some subsequence of (Nn/pn)

converges to a. Without loss of generality, we may assume that limn Nn/pn =

a. We then have X\n\nLJpn = 1 - a. We cannot have a = 1 ; thus, 0 <

a < 1. Now, there exists a sequence (Xn) of matrices such that for all n,

Xn€MPn,\\XJ = l and

M II F II ¡NnlPn>      ÍÍNn<Ln;
(C) »Xnh =        r    , tU

I Ln/Pn>    otherwise.

(d) (¿XnQ„-Xm.

Here Qn = diag(#,   , ... , qp"^).  Note that the matrix of qn with respect to

the e¡f is Qn . Now let Rn G Mp be the matrix defined by Rn = Wn <g> Xn .

Here, Wn is the rn+x nx rn+x n matrix having l's on the superdiagonal, while

all other entries are 0, and rn+x n = pn+x/pn . It is clear that \\Rn\\ — 1. Define

xn G Jf to be the element of Jf whose matrix with respect to the e¡"+X) is

Rn.  Let r = rn+l n ; then, by (d), the matrix of qn xnqn with respect to the

e,(;+1) is given by (1, ® Q^)R„(lr 8 Q„) = Rn . Hence we have q$xnqn = xn .

It follows that \\q^xnqn\\2 — \\xn\\2 = ll-^JI2 ■ A. simple calculation shows that

llalla = (! - ï/'j.+i.jAlë- Because ¿» < P«+i - we have r«+i,„ > 2, and

hence (1 - l/rn+Xn) > 1/2.  Consequently for all n, \\q^xnqn\\22 = ||/?J2 >

(1/2). \\Xnf2. Therefore

(e) liminf ||^x„^||2 > (1/V2) -liminf ||XJ2.

Now, lim„ N„/p„ = a > 0 and lim„ L //?„ = 1 - a > 0. Therefore condition' n     n<cn n    n>cn

(c) implies that liming ||AT„||2 > 0. Hence (e) implies that

(f) liminf||^x„ij|2>0.

Because the matrix Rn is upper triangular, we see that for all n, xn G y.

Because ||xn|| = \\Xn\\ = 1 , it follows from Lemma 4.1 that limn ||#n *„<7„||2 =

0. But this contradicts (e); hence we conclude that q = 0. This completes the

proof of the theorem.   D
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4. Reflexivity of y

In this final section we prove the last part of Theorem I, namely that y

is a reflexive subalgebra of B(äfx). We conclude the section with a proof of

Theorem II.

Theorem 4.1 ([L, 4.22]). Every weakly closed subalgebra of a finite von Neumann

algebra containing m.a.s.a. is reflexive.

Theorem 4.2. The algebra y ¿s reflexive.

Proof. Immediate by Theorems 2.8 and 4.1.

Theorem 4.2. Let n > 1, and suppose that d G 3{n). If i > j and e¡f d G 3î,

then e¡f d = 0, where 31 = lj„=1^ "'"2 • It follows that 31 ç y.

Proof. Observe that \((add* - x)Çx, Q\2 < \\ef\\\ ■ \\e¡f dd* - xf2, for all

i > j, d, x G sf , and a = e" . Use this inequality to proceed as in the proof

of Theorem 2.7. Now use Theorem 2.6(b) to check that 31 C y.   a

Theorem 4.3. y = alg^.

Proof. First, observe that 2.1, 2.6, and 2.7 imply that Sf C laty. Hence,

to complete the proof, it suffices to show that alg-S* ç y. Let x G alg Sf.

Then x G a\%\a\Jf = J?. We claim that for all y € S?, xy G ¿F ; hence,

with y = 1, we get x € y. To prove the claim, write x = \\ • \\2-ïimnxn ,

where xn G JKn and supn \\xn\\ < oo . Let y gS* . Then xÇ G My ; therefore,

there exists a sequence (yn) in S" such that xÇ — \\ • ||-lim£ . We then

have \\x¿y - Çy\\ < \\x¿y - x£y\\ + \\xÇy - <JyJ|.   Because x = s-lim„xn , it

follows that \\xny -y„||2 = K{Xny-yn)\\2 = \\xniy - iyf -* 0. Hence we have

limn \\xy - yn\\2 = 0. Therefore, xy — \\ • ||2-limMyn . Theorem 4.2 then gives

xy g 31, i.e., xy e y'.   D
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